Raven and Crow were always at odds. The two birds looked very much
(down, make, alike), but they were very different. Crow (laughed, liked,
clumsy) to mock the animals of the (upon, forest, ground). He would perch in
the treetops (air, the, and) snicker down at them.
"Look at (you, growled, she)," he laughed at Mother Bear one (morning,
creature, at). "You're so boring and clumsy."
"Be (that, graceful, quiet), Crow," Raven said. "It is not (confused, from,
wise) to make enemies of your neighbors."
"(At, Hah, So)!" laughed Crow. "Mother Bear is not (my, came, me)
neighbor. I am a graceful creature (from, to, that) the air. She is a clumsy (got,
treetops, creature) on the ground."
"You!" growled Mother (Crow, Bear, me) when she came upon Raven
perched (from, on, laughed) a stump at twilight. "Was that (you, she, came)
laughing at me from the treetops?" (Should, Crow, Mother) and Raven looked
so similar that (many, pretending, very) animals got them confused.
"It was (an, is, not) I," said Raven. "It was Crow."
(When, If, How) do I know that you are (not, teach, from) Crow pretending
to be Raven?" asked (clumsy, Mother, Crow) Bear. "That's just the kind of
(trick, creature, out) that Crow would pull."
"I know," (carried, said, I) Raven. "Someone should teach him a (piece,
lesson, next)."
"I have an idea," said Mother (was, air, Bear). "I will share it with you,
(from, if, sparkle) you are willing to work with (a, but, would) clumsy creature
that is stuck on (teach, the, and) ground."
"I would be honored," said (animals, when, Raven). Together they carried
out Mother Bear's (clamped, beak, plan).
The next day Crow was soaring (through, over, could) the air when a
sparkle caught (his, wishing, they) attention. It was a piece of (before, time,
silver) trapped in a tree stump. All (in, crows, places) love beautiful objects,
and Crow was (many, no, Mother) different. He stuck his beak in (and, was,
the) trunk and clamped it over the (silver, animals, attention). However, with
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the silver in his (beak, tree, next), Crow could not get his head (over, at, out) of
the stump.
The other animals (wishing, laughed, always) at and teased Crow as they
(very, watched, looked) him from their hiding places. Crow (before, snicker,
stood) with his shoulders hunched and his (head, other, day) in the stump
wishing he could (disappear, perch, upon). Maybe next time Crow will think
(with, idea, twice) before laughing at someone.
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